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Safety Information 

Set up the machine on a stable base and nail it to both the base and the wall behind. The machine may tumble 
forward when you open the front door -- the front door can be very heavy with tokens accumulated in the token tray. 
 

 
 
Unplug the power cable when the machine is not in use. 
 
To prevent an electric shock, do not open the operating console or uncover the plastic sheet on the computer 
motherboards. 
 
Do not use the machine near electric devices such as radios, TV sets, computers, and computer related devices. 
 
Do not use the machine near water or heat sources such as a radiator and a stove. 
 

Contact Information 
 
If you have questions or requests about the machine or this manual, please contact us at: 
service@bigbearpachisloshop.com 
 
We update information on your pachislo machines at our website: 
www.bigbearpachisloshop.com 
 
Our mailing/shipping address is: 
Big Bear Pachislo Shop or GAK Trading, Inc. 
16505 N. Interstate 45 Willis, TX 77318 
 

Legal Information 
 
We merchandise pachislo machines purely as toys. We believe that pachislo machines are legal in most states in the 
U.S. as long as they are used solely for a home amusement purpose. All our products are playable only with no 
valued-tokens. 
 
You must understand that using pachislo machines for profit or gambling purposes is illegal and can subject you to 
severe penalties. Also, you must not use pachislo machines in a public establishment, such as a restaurant or bar, 
without checking with your lawyer or local district attorney. 
 
We are not responsible for our products used for other than home entertainment, or for our machines that have been 
altered or relocated to a state whose regulations limit the gaming machine ownership. You, if executing any activity 
deemed illegal in your state, will hold us harmless and defend us at your expense any and all adverse claims made 
against us. 
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Things in the Package 
The package includes the following things: 
(1) A Pachislo Machine 
(2) An Owner's Manual 
(3) A Door Key 
(4) A Payout Rate Changing Key (placed in the payout rate changer) 
(5) 250 Tokens 
 

Getting Started 
Step 1: Make sure you do not have any crack in the token tray and the front panel. If you do, contact us immediately 
for replacement. Note: Some wears or scratches might be evident on your machine due to previous use. In spite of 
our thorough refurbishing, some marks may still remain. 
 
Step 2: Open the front door with a door key. Take out the power cable and plug in the back of machine. 
  
Step 3: Push the hoper all the way to the back. Put half a bag of tokens into the hopper. 
 
Step 4: Turn the power switch on. Close the front door. Insert tokens into the Token Slot. Make sure the Credit 
Counter start counting from the fourth token you put. 
 
Step 5: Begin to play!! Please don't forget to nail your machine securely to the base and the wall behind. 
 

Description of the Machine 
Please read the following description, seeing photos on next page. The best way is to try and see how each part 
works. 
 
Outside 
1. Bet Indicators: These lights show how many tokens you have betted. 
2. Bonus Game Counter: When you hit a Regular or a Big Bonus, this counter turns on and shows you how 

many bonus games are coming. 
2. Payout Counter: This shows the amount of tokens you win. 
3. Credit Counter: This shows the amount of your credits. You store up to 50 credits. When you have more 

than 50 credits, the machine cashes out exceeded credits automatically. 
4. Max Bet Button: You make a max-bet of 3 tokens with this button. 
5. 1 or 2 Bet Button: This button bets 1 or 2 credits. 
6. Spin Knob 
7. Reel Stop Buttons 
10. Cash-out Button: You can cash out your credits by pushing this button whenever you want. 
12.  Menu Button: You can change fighters on the LCD. 
 
Inside 
1. Volume Controllers 
2. Reset/ Payout Rate Changing Button 
3. Hopper Reverse Button 
5. Power Switch 
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Volume Control  
Volume controllers are located in the back side of the front door. Please see the previous page. 
 
Refilling the Hopper 
1. Open the front door. 
2. Put tokens in the hopper. 
3. Close the front door and the turn the door key left (counter-clockwise) or push the reset button. (Be ready for 
tokens coming out!) 
4. Close the front door. 
 

Reset: Push the reset button 
Whatever problem you have, such as an empty hopper and a token jam, once you fix it, you have to reset the 
machine by two actions -- By pushing the reset button. An error display remains until you reset the machine. 
 

Error Message 
E-0: A token slot is jammed. Push a button at the token slot. 
E-1: A hopper is jammed. Turn off your machine, remove the hopper, and take out all the tokens. 
E-2: Hopper dysfunction: Check the hopper. 
E-3: A hopper is empty. Refill the hopper. 
E-4: Ram error: Push the reset button. 
E-5: Reel error: Turn off the machine and turn on, then, push the reset button. 
E-6: Prize error: Push the reset button. 
E-7: Hopper overload. 
E-8: Hopper disconnected. Check the cable.. 
 

Changing Payout Rates -- Winning Rate Changer 
(Your machine is set at Level 6 -- the highest payout rate) 
1. Turn off the power switch. 
2. Turn the payout  rate changing key clockwise. 
3. Turn on the power switch. 
4. Make sure the credit counter indicates <1> -- <6>. 
5. Push the payout rate changing button and set the payout level. 
6. Pull down the spin knob. 
7. Turn the key back to the vertical position. 
 
Payout Rates (Rates for 1,000 tokens invested) and Rates of Big and Regular Bonuses 

Level Big Bonus Reg Bonus Payout 
1 1/299 1/533 97.2% 
2 1/290 1/516 98.8% 
3 1/282 1/502 100.2% 
4 1/270 1/481 102.2% 
5 1/255 1/455 105.2% 
6 1/243 1/433 108.2% 
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It is not a Malfunction: You may have the following situations, but they are not problems. 
 
(1) The reels don't start spinning. 

You have to bet three credits/tokens to spin the reels. When you bet one or two credits/tokens, the reels 
don't spin. 

 
(2) Tokens do not come out when I win. 

Tokens are credited up to 50 when you play in a credit mode. Only when your credits are more than 50, 
your machine cashes out tokens. If you want to cash out immediately, push the cash-out button. 

 
(3) Reels do not start at the moment I hit the spin knob. 

Your machine takes an interval of a few seconds between games. When you play faster than this interval, 
reels do not respond to your command. In such case, the wait light is on, letting you know the machine is 
taking an interval. 

 
(4) Tokens do not register, falling into the token tray. 

The token slot is jammed -- Push the clear button. 
Or, the machine is in the "cash mode." Push the cash-out button once, then, insert tokens. Make sure the 
credit counter is on. 

 
(5) The machine doesn't work. 

Push the reset button. Every time you fix a token jam or refill the hopper, you have to reset the machine. 
Or, an payout rate changer is on. You have to reset the payout rate (see "Changing Payout Rates" in the 
previous section). As long as the credit counter indicates payout levels <1>-<6>, the machine does not play.   

 

Trouble Shooting 
The machine has no power. 

First, make sure the machine is plugged in, and the power switch is turned on. 
Second, make sure the outlet has electricity. Try another appliance at the same outlet. 
Third, unplug the machine and check the fuse. 

 
I locked in the door key. 

Your machine has a hole (2-3 inches in diameter) on the bottom or the back. You stick your hand in the 
hole and release the latch. Here is how to do it. Lay down your machine and peek the inside with a 
flashlight.  Make sure where the latch is -- it is in a hook-shape and located 6-8 inches below the key 
cylinder. You release the latch by pulling it down. It is supposed to unlatch with a little pressure on it. If 
you put much of pressure and don't open the door, you are at a wrong place. Do it over again. 

 

 
 

Support 
When you have any problems, please contact us via a phone or e-mail. If you would like the latest information about 
your machine, please visit our website. 
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